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Abstract
Previous work on semantics-based multi-state programming language design focused on homogeneous and heterogeneous software designs. In homogeneous software design, the source and the target software programming languages are the same. In heterogeneous software design, they are different software languages. This paper proposes a practical means to circuit design by providing specialized offshoring translations from subsets of the source software programming language to subsets of the target hardware description language (HDL). This approach avoids manually writing codes for specifying the circuit of the given algorithm. To illustrate the proposed approach, we design and implement a translation to a subset of Verilog suitable numerical and logical computation. Through the translator, programmers can specify abstract algorithms in high level languages and automatically convert them into circuit descriptions in low level languages.
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1. Introduction
Multi-stage programming (MSP) languages allow the programmer to use abstraction mechanisms such as functions, objects, and modules. In homogenous MSP language design [1], the source and the target software programming languages are the same. In heterogeneous design [2], they are different software languages. Previous work on implicitly heterogeneous multi-stage programming has implemented two target software languages-C and FORTRAN in MetaOCaml. However the conversion from software programming languages to hardware description languages (HDLs) is not supported.

1.1. Contributions
This paper proposes a practical approach to design a formal framework for describing a functional language. The programmer doesn’t need to know about the details of the target language representation and write his/her program generators to explicitly produce the code in the target HDL.

The design begins by defining the subset of the source OCaml language available to the programmer (Section 2). With the source OCaml language, the OCaml programmer can directly write a OCaml program to solve an arithmetic problem, or use three high-level staging constructs (bracket .<e>, escape .~e and run .!e) in MSP languages [1][2] to produce OCaml program fragments. The proposed target HDL is
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Verilog (Section 3). Its details are only available to offshoring Verilog developers and not to OCaml programmers. It consists of some synthesizable constructs which is a light subset of Verilog. Similar to a compiler, offshoring Verilog translations (Section 4) are provided by the language implementer and not by the programmer. All translations are implemented by an offshoring Verilog translator which can convert the source OCaml program into the target Verilog code. Different from offshoring C and FORTRAN, offshoring Verilog runs on not only PC but also FPGA side. Section 5 presents an efficient simple method to run and verify the generated circuit quickly in FPGA board. We make use of the UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) [3] for the communication. Through UART, designers can send the stimulus signals and receive the feedback signals on PC side. Finally, Section 6 measures the Offshoring Verilog performance and the consumption of resources for target circuits.

1.2. Related Work

Traditionally, embedded and digital systems construction involved the following steps: detailed specification, code design, simulation, verification, synthesis and test. However, there is a huge gap between the application system and design scheme. Developers need to know the product function, requirements and how to verify that product meets its requirements. Therefore, specification has become the key to success.

There are different abstraction levels of specifications: system level, algorithm (behavior)level, Register Transfer Level (RTL), logic (gate) level and circuit (switch) level. HDLs are primarily concerned with resource reuse and fully support the last three levels. The two most widely-used and well-supported HDL varieties used in industry are Verilog [4] and VHDL [5].

Verilog is most commonly used in the design, verification, and implementation of digital logic chips at the RTL level of abstraction. A restricted small subset of statements in the Verilog language is synthesizable. Verilog modules that conform to a synthesizable coding-style, known as RTL, can be physically realized by synthesis software. Synthesis-software algorithmically transforms the (abstract) Verilog source into a netlist, a logically equivalent description consisting only of elementary logic primitives (AND, OR, NOT, flipflops, etc.) that are available in a specific VLSI technology. Further manipulations to the netlist ultimately lead to a circuit fabrication blueprint (such as a photo mask-set for an ASIC), or a bitstream file for an FPGA. VHDL is similar to Verilog.

However, HDLs have no enough system-level support for complex circuit design. They don't fully support the algorithm-level specification. Due to the low level of abstraction, designing Verilog/VHDL modules manually takes very skilled engineers and a significant time investment. Writing in HDLs can be more tedious and time consuming than writing a software program to do the same thing. After the design is complete, verification takes even more time.

Currently, there are some expansions in traditional HDLs for enhancing their describing capability. SystemVerilog [6] is a superset of Verilog-2005 [4], which extends some synthesizable design specifications which make this HDL more close to software programming languages, facilitate the design of circuits and enhance the capability to describe a complex algorithm. However, for the same function, the design descriptions in SystemVerilog are still much different from software programs, and designers still cannot ignore some timing constructs.
SystemC [7] has semantically similarities to Verilog and VHDL, and is emerging as a standard for high-level hardware/software co-design and system-level modeling. However, it is neither used nor supported as widely as Verilog. Some specifications in SystemC are not synthesizable despite being valid for prototyping and simulation. To become a widely used HDL, SystemC still has a long way to go.

Recently, there are also some researches on converting from software programming languages including imperative and functional programming languages to HDLs. C-to-Verilog [8] automates circuit design and allows users to compile existing C functions into RTL Verilog codes. These codes can be synthesized into an FPGA. Each C function is mapped into a Verilog module in which: (1) its arguments are taken as input ports, return value as an output port, \(\text{clk}\) as a clock signal wire, reset as a reset signal wire and \(\text{rdy}\) as a ready signal wire; (2) operations are implemented by some data paths and organized by a FSM. One blemish is that it combines data paths with FSM within an always-statement. Another one is that the only one return value is insufficient for multiple return values.

Fortunately, the high level specification languages, especially functional languages, have some advantages such as clarity, maintainability, functionality and other high-level abstraction mechanisms for narrowing the cracks. Therefore some researchers try to use functional languages to design and reason about hardware. These fall into two camps. The first includes Sheeran's Ruby [9], O'Donnell's Hydra [10], and the Lava lineage of languages [11], all of which utilize \(\mu\)FP, an extension of Backus's FP (Functional Programming) language, to describe and verify structural descriptions of circuits in formally defined semantics. The second group includes approaches to compiling behavioral models of circuits to hardware, e.g. Mycroft and Sharp's SAFL [12] language which associated FLASH compiler can map a standard ML-like language directly to Verilog.

One outstanding difference between HDLs and functional languages, e.g. OCaml [13], is that the former allows the description of a concurrent system -many parts, each with its own sub-behavior, working together at the same time, and in the latter all run sequentially-one instruction at a time.

2. Source Language

This section presents a subset of the source language in offshoring Verilog. It is aimed at supporting implicitly heterogeneous MSP for basic numerical and logical computation and simulating imperative programming languages in functional languages.

2.1. Syntax in Source Language

As shown in Fig.1, the BNFs of the source OCaml subset are defined in offshoring Verilog.

There are some most interesting syntactic features. (1) The set is essentially a subset of OCaml that has some basic numerical and logical operations. Only boolean, integer and real are supported in constants, variables and expressions. The type of each constant, variable or expression can be identified by the \(Trx\) parser. (2) Local declarations are used for assignments. The left hand side (LHS) could be a variable or a variable tuple and the right hand side (RHS) could be an expression, an expression tuple or a function application. (3) A complete source program in the above grammar includes a main function name and some other function definitions. There are four kinds of functions such as sequence, condition and tail recursive function which can simulate the controlling structures [14] in imperative programming languages.
(4) Different from the complete OCaml syntax, it just generates an intermediate abstract syntax tree (AST) as the input of offshoring Verilog translator. In fact, in order to simplify the offshoring Verilog translator and make use of the Trx parser, it is not a strict subset of the complete OCaml's BNFs but rather it is an intermediate form that accepts a very similar language.

![Fig. 1 Grammar for the OCaml Subset](image1)

![Fig. 2 Grammar for the Verilog Subset](image2)

The following program fragment is a complete source program used to calculate the Fibonacci value as an example in the above grammar.

```ocaml
(*Example 1. Fibonacci*)
let rec fibo (f0,f1,n)=
  let cond=n!=0 in let new_n=n-1 in let f2=f0+f1 in
  if cond then fibo (f1,f2,new_n) else f0
in
let fib (n)= let f=fibo (0,1,n) in f in fib
```

2.2. Sequence Function

A sequence function is only composed of some declarations and its return value(s). These declarations are some ordered assignment statements in which numerical or logical expressions are assigned to variables. In Example 1, `fibo` is a sequence function.

2.3. Condition Function

A condition function performs different computations or actions depending on whether a programmer-specified boolean condition evaluates to `true` or `false`. In a condition, besides some declarations, `if-then-else` construct is to decide which branch's value(s) will act as the return value(s).

2.4. Tail Recursive Function

In functional programming languages, tail recursion (or tail-end recursion) is a special case of recursion in which the last operation of the function, the tail call, is a recursive call. Such recursions can be easily transformed to iterations in imperative programming languages. In Example 1, `fibo` is a tail recursive function.
3. Target Language

Fig. 2 presents the BNF of the target Verilog grammar subset. This set is essentially a very small subset of Verilog that has structural models. Besides some basic gates including AND, OR and NOT, some basic circuits such as numerical and logical operation units, registers, multiplexer and controllers are pre-designed or customized (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Name</th>
<th>Output Ports</th>
<th>Input Ports</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>land,lor</td>
<td>done,c</td>
<td>a,b,start,clk</td>
<td>Logical AND,OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnot</td>
<td>done,c</td>
<td>a,start,clk</td>
<td>Logical NOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gt,ge,lt,le,eq,neq, fgt,fge,flt,flf,feq,fneg</td>
<td>done,c</td>
<td>a^2,b^2,start,clk</td>
<td>Integer and real (&gt;,&gt;=,&lt;,&lt;=,==,!=)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add,sub,mul,div, fadd,fsub,frmul,fdiv</td>
<td>done,c(^2)</td>
<td>a(^2),b(^2),start,clk</td>
<td>Integer and real (+,-,*,/)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg, fneg</td>
<td>done, c(^2)</td>
<td>a(^2),start,clk</td>
<td>Negative integer or real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data_reg</td>
<td>dout</td>
<td>din,load,clr_n,clk</td>
<td>1-bit data register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data_reg32</td>
<td>dout(^2)</td>
<td>din(^2),load,clr_n,clk</td>
<td>32-bit data register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mux</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>a,b,select</td>
<td>1-bit multiplexer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mux32</td>
<td>c(^2)</td>
<td>a(^2),b(^2),select</td>
<td>32-bit multiplexer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loopctrl</td>
<td>store,done,en,select</td>
<td>start,ready,finished,clk</td>
<td>Loop controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainctrl</td>
<td>receive,start,send</td>
<td>ready,done,finished,clk</td>
<td>Main controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiver</td>
<td>ready, data(^2)</td>
<td>rxd, receive,clk</td>
<td>UART frame receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transmitter</td>
<td>finished, rxd</td>
<td>data(^2), send, clk</td>
<td>UART frame transmitter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Offshoring Verilog Translation

The offshoring Verilog translator is like a compiler. Given an AST of the OCaml program defined in the source language grammar, it can produce the concerning Verilog AST according to some translation rules. Unsupported source programs will generate errors. In the translator, translations for expression, declaration, sequence, condition and loop are the most important parts.

4.1. Translation for Expressions

In Fig. 1, there are three types of expressions including: (1) boolean expressions producing true or false; (2) integer expressions producing integer values; (3) real expressions producing real values. The operations in these expressions will be mapped to the corresponding circuits in Table 1. Each operation will be triggered...
by the signal \textit{start} to work and produce a signal \textit{done} to show that it is completed. Therefore, the ordered operations work under the dependant relations between the two signals \textit{start} and \textit{done}. For example, the expression \((a+b)+(c+d)\) will work as shown in Fig.3.

\textbf{4.2. Translation for Declarations}

A declaration is like an assignment in which some values generated by expressions or function calls are assigned to some variables. In the translator, it will be mapped to some continuous assignment statements in Verilog subset. For the \textit{fibo} function in Example 1, three parallel continuous assignments are generated for variables \textit{cond}, \textit{new\_n} and \textit{f2} even if they are calculated sequentially in OCaml.

\textbf{4.3. Translation for Sequence Functions}

A sequence function will be mapped to a module which has some units for implementing the operations in its declarations. Its input arguments will be mapped to \textbf{input} ports and its return variable(s) carrying return value(s) will be mapped to \textbf{output} ports. It has a trigger signal \textit{start} and a completeness signal \textit{done}.

\textbf{4.4. Translation for Condition Functions}

Different from sequence functions, a condition function has two possible exits. A condition variable's value decides which exit will produce the return value(s). Therefore, besides some computing units, it will also produce some multiplexer to select the value(s) satisfying the condition (Fig.4).

\textbf{4.5. Translation for Tail Recursive Functions}

Like the condition function, a tail recursive function also has two possible exits. The difference is that it will re-enter itself in one exit and leave in the other exit. In order to implement this function, in addition to some computing units and multiplexer, a loop controller and some storage units are needed in its Verilog module. Fig.5(a) shows its structure. The module will work under the control of a loop controller, which is a pre-designed circuit in Table 1 and works according to the state chart as shown in Fig.5(b). In its module, the signal \textit{finished} is connected with its condition variable.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{loop_function.png}
\caption{Loop Function}
\end{figure}
5. Running the Circuit on the FPGA board

As a final task, we can verify how the design performs in the target application. Some IC corporations such as NEC, Qualectron, NTE, etc., provide plentiful in-circuit test (ICT) [17] equipments helpful to circuit verification. One limitation is that they can only generate and monitor limited number of signals. The other limitation is that they need specific equipments and cannot be controlled on PC side, that is, hard to program on PC side.

However the phenomenal growth in design size and complexity continues to make the process of FPGA design verification a critical bottleneck for today's FPGA systems. Limited access to internal signals, advanced FPGA packages, and printed circuit board (PCB) electrical noise are all contributing factors in making design debug and verification the most difficult process of the design cycle.

6. User Interfaces

The interfaces for OCaml programmer are easy to use. Two interfaces are supported in offshoring Verilog. Programmers can now write `.Trx.run_verilog <e>`, where `e` may be the program fragment like Example 1. The function `runV` is provided for users to send input data to FPGA and receive the output data from FPGA.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

To our best knowledge, this paper presents a practical way to design circuit by providing specialized offshoring translations from a subset of the source software programming languages to a subset of the target HDLs. This approach avoids manually writing codes for specifying the circuit of the given algorithm. To illustrate the proposed approach, we design and implement a translation to a subset of Verilog suitable numerical and logical computation. It supports Hardware/Software (HW/SW) co-verification - verified circuit component on FPGA side and controlling program on PC side. Our design will enable the quick
development of new IC product and provides an FPGA-based test bed for possible IC implementations. Currently only some numerical and logical operations are supported in the source language. More complex operations could be added to extend the functionality of offshoring Verilog.
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